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The term “Durag” is sometimes spelled “Do-Rag” with the word “Do”

meaning hairstyle/hairdo and “Rag” representing the cloth used to

protect that hairdo. Durags are of the headwraps family; headwraps

have and continue to be worn by Black African women throughout the

Americas and the continent of Africa in different styles.

Some assert that Menelik II, the former emperor of Ethiopia and King of

Shewa, was one of the first to wear a cloth in the same manner that a

durag is worn. His reasoning for why he wore the cloth resembling a

durag is unclear. One can presume that it was to protect his head/hair

during military service. Headwraps, especially for those laboring or

travelling in the hot sun, have always been natural protectants against

the sun and even sandstorms.

By 1979, the late African-American William “Joe Bandana” Dowdy, the

hair stylist and entrepreneur known as the man who invented the wave

“tie down” cap[1], also came to popularize durags originally known as

“tie-downs”[2]. 
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This article serves to

briefly explore the

evolution of the durag

from a cultural symbol

to a gang culture

symbol.
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C H A N G I N G  T H E  S T I G M A  

 
Throughout the US, the NFL and the NBA

began banishing du rags by the early

2000s[3], while some schools in the present

day like John Muir High school have

prohibited durags[4]. In Canada, an 11 year old

boy of African descent, Emmell Summerville,

was told to remove his durag at school[5].

These bans have all been justified due to the

association of durags with “gang culture”. This

association derives from the fact that some

young African Diaspora boys and men in

economically deprived communities i.e. the

ghetto, in the US and Canada coincidentally

wear durags while engaged in gang-like

behaviours. Hence, this false correlation

creates a causal fallacy i.e. two events that are

not truly connected.

 
Many young Black people in the US and

Canada are now seeking to change this

narrative and turn the durag into an

acceptable fashion symbol for our people in

the inner city and those of other

socioeconomic status. Some examples include

world-renowned African-Bajan singer and

founder of the global make-up brand Fenty,

Rihanna, who wore the first durag on the

cover of British Vogue and the young African

men in Montreal who founded Waves & Caps,

are attempting to turn the durag into a

luxurious fashion item.

Will the durag revert into an acceptable

cultural and fashion symbol? Or will the durag

remain a false symbol of Black male

criminality?   

History of Headwraps Cont'd

 The traditional purpose of the durag, like all African headwraps, continues to be one of protection to secure oils used

to moisturize their hair and keep curls in place to have, what we call, “waves”. It has now also been used to protect

dreadlocks (sometimes locs for short), and cornrows (also known as canerow in the Caribbean). By the 2000s African-

American athletes like Allen Iverson and hip hop stars like 50 cent, Ja Rule, Jay-Z and Cam’ron styled the durag and

the durag morphed into a symbol of fashion for African people on a global scale.
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